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Kauaʻi General Plan Update
Community Advisory Committee
Meeting Summary
April 19, 2016
4444 Rice Street, Līhu‘e
Moikeha Building 2A/2B, Planning Commission Room

MEETING PURPOSE:

To convene the 11th meeting of the Community Advisory Committee for the Kaua‘i General Plan (GP) Update
project. The topic of the meeting was Agriculture.

CAC MEMBERS PRESENT:
Kurt Bosshard
Bev Brody
Luke Evslin
Laurie Ho
Susan Tai Kaneko

Cammie Matsumoto
Mark Oyama
Gary Pacheco
Barbara Robeson
Tom Shigemoto
Stacy Sproat-Beck

PROJECT TEAM REPRESENTATIVES:
County of Kaua‘i: Marie Williams, Ruby Pap, Lea Kaiaokamalie, Marisa Valenciano, Lee Steinmetz,
George Costa (OED)
SSFM International: Cheryl Soon, Melissa White, David Tarnas (MCSI)
Guest Speakers: Jeff Melrose, Island Planning
PUBLIC ATTENDEES:
Matthew Bernabe, Diana Butler, Connie Clune, Sherwood Conant, Felicia Cowden, Miguel Chrisman,
Berlinda Dixon, Jessica Else, Bridget Hammerquist, Eric Hansen, W.T. Haraguchi, Rodney and Karol
Haraqueh, Son Greigh, Keone Kealoha, Eileen Kechloian, Michael Ioanna, Nancy Kanna, Laurie
Makaneole, Paul Massey, Lelan Nishek, Jerry Ornellas, Jenny Phillip, Rayne Regush, Krista Ruchaber, Bill
Spitz, Lonnie Sykos, Ken Taylor, Ned Whitlock, Dan Yasui, JoAnn Yukimura, Diane Zachary
ADVANCE READING:
CAC members were referred to the following resources as advance reading:
• 2000 General Plan Section 4.3 (Agriculture)
• Agriculture Policy Questions and Draft Policies
• Statewide Agricultural Land Use Baseline (2015, Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture). Note:
Kaua‘i-specific data starts on page 52
• Kaua‘i Important Agricultural Lands Study (August 2015, County of Kaua‘i). (Note in particular
study recommendations, starting on page 51)
• Agriculture Section of the Issues and Opportunities paper for the GP Update.
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HANDOUTS:
The CAC members were given the following materials for inclusion in their binders:
• Summary of CAC Meeting 10
• Meeting agenda
• Meeting presentation
• Agriculture Policy Issues and Opportunities
• Agriculture Policy Discussion Questions
• Important Agricultural Lands (IAL) summary handout
All of these materials are publicly available for download at www.plankauai.com
MEETING SUMMARY:
Lea Kaiaokamalie of Kaua‘i County welcomed the group and introduced Melissa White of SSFM
International. The agenda included:
1. Welcome & Project Updates (Lea Kaiaokamalie, Kaua‘i County Planner)
2. Presentation on the Statewide Agricultural Baseline Study and its Application to Kaua‘i (Jeff
Melrose, Island Planning)
3. Snapshot of Agriculture on Kaua‘i (Kaaina Hull, Marisa Valenciano, and Lea Kaiaokamalie,
County of Kaua‘i Planning Department)
4. Breakout Group - Discussions of Agriculture Policy in the General Plan Update (with
participation by CAC and public attendees)
5. Breakout Group Presentations (facilitated by David Tarnas, Marine & Coastal Solutions
International)
6. Public Comment on Agenda Topics
The presentation is available for viewing and download at www.plankauai.com/events under CAC
Meeting 11. The remainder of this summary focuses on input received through verbal and written
comments.
RECORDED COMMENTS:
Statewide Agricultural Baseline Study and its Application to Kaua‘i (Jeff Melrose)
The following comments were recorded during the question and answer portions of the meeting that
followed the first presentation:
CAC Q&A
• What does ‘D&E’ Lands mean; can you clarify the soil productivity rating (D, E, F)? A: It’s a
classification system that measures quality of soil/productivity, soil conservation service
productivity ratings, and was set up around industrial sugar production.
• What is the status of the IAL study? A: IAL was established under the 1978 Constitutional
Convention to preserve the most productive agricultural lands. It was intended as a regulatory
tool to make it harder to subdivide. It was aimed at large corporate farm operations to prevent
them being broken up, but that's no longer a relevant concern. Since then, incentives have
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been created for IAL, but none are as compelling as incentives for tax relief and water could be.
It may not be the right tool to direct the next era of rural agriculture., as it removes land use
rights from farmers.
Do any other counties or islands have a “rural” land use category? A: No. They use the state
land use category. Maui is wrestling with this issue. Hawaii County is going through the same
conversation in the update of their General Plan. “Homestead” lots are more diversified and
closer to what “Rural” means: home and garden areas that aren't agriculture. These clearly
exist across the island, and so there’s an opportunity to acknowledge and articulate that if you
create a “rural” land use category that recognizes rural as a settlement pattern. Embrace it. The
pattern is already there, it just has to be mapped.
What's your view of the significance/place for promoting agriculture in the General Plan?
Why and to what extent should we promote it? A: Agriculture is less a land use or regulatory
issue, and more a business. It’s about people. The County can't make agriculture happen just
by allowing for it, it is about people and their ability to get to market. And, it's not about what
you can grow but what you can sell. Scale is key to profitability.
Does Kaua’i have examples like the basil industry that are being exported to mainland? A:
No. There’s a little bit of export ginger and olena, also sweet potato (makes $20k/acre).

Public Q&A
• Tax incentives: Are there any models or examples from elsewhere that could apply to Kaua’i?
Is grazing taxed at lowest rate? A: Grazing is the lowest return per acre so it gets taxed at
lowest rate. The tax structure is based on return. Every county has a tax break for agriculture,
but do it differently. Some have distinctions between dedicated and undedicated agricultural
land. All share that it's the Counties’ responsibility to catch non-compliance, not the
applicant’s. The burden can and should be shifted to the applicant to demonstrate that they are
actually doing agriculture. This can be done by requiring them to re-apply for the tax break
every year.
• How do we keep local owners from not selling due to taxes? A: Owners can put cows on the
land to bring taxes down. Each County has different rules.
• What incentives can be given to large private owners to keep land in agriculture? A: The
same set of rules apply to large and small owners.
• When was last that time riparian water systems were mapped by state or county? A: The
CWRM requires people to report water being used, but it has been at least 10 years since
publicly available maps were updated. Data on water use provoked by water code has not
been mapped since early 1990’s.
• What are our current water systems capable of supporting? A: There is not just one system
for agriculture, there are many, so it's not a simple answer. Look at each system and what's
needed. No one makes money on agricultural water – the public is subsidizing these systems.
They are always subsidized to operate & repair.
• Affordable housing for farmers – what has been done in the state? A: The County has an
affordable farmer housing provision. It requires a certain amount of revenue on a lot to build
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and other requirements for second homes. The issue for Kaua’i is that there is a unit density
base in the zoning, and the allowance of CPRs. Hawaii County has no condominiums because it
outlawed CPRs 10-15 years ago, and now only allows one home per Ag lot.
Is Moloa‘a’s production consistent enough to export? Does it make more money than coffee?
A: No, they have no treatment facilities for export, and not enough revenue to pay for
irradiation treatment.
Is Kilauea under-represented in the inventory? The study should assign more value to what
Kilauea produces on small lots. A: Small farm communities can inventory themselves, It’s hard
to capture all the small farms through this high level type of mapping, and not all small growers
want to share their information. It doesn’t always show up on aerials. It would be valuable to
have that quantitative data. If tax benefit applications were filed annually, that provides an
opportunity to collect that data. No other County has this.

Discussion of Agriculture Policy in the General Plan Update: Breakout Group Summaries
Three CAC breakout groups and one Public breakout group examined the Agriculture Policy Discussion
Questions Distributed in advance of the meeting. CAC Breakout Groups 1 & 2 addressed questions 1
and 2. CAC Breakout Group 3 discussed questions 3 and 4. The public breakout group addressed all
four Policy Questions. Each breakout group summarized the results of their discussion in a
presentation to the group. The presentations are summarized below and are supplemented by notes
taken during the breakout group discussions.
CAC Breakout Groups 1 & 2
Policy Question #1: What is the County’s role in supporting and incentivizing agriculture?
• Property taxes: the penalties are a drop in the bucket. Are penalties fair? They require
enforcement.
• Who are we going after with penalties? We should be cognizant of penalizing local people the
same way we do folks with estates. Some local people can’t afford to farm because they have
to work real jobs, so it’s unfair to penalize them the same way as gentleman estates.
• I own four acres of former pasture that isn’t good for farming, so I have to pay the highest tax
rate for the whole property. It’s also not cheap to invest in fences and grazing animals, and it
takes time to manage them.
• Appropriately designate lands – consider a rural designation, lot sizes. Some zoned agricultural
lands may be unsuited for agriculture – i.e. water shortages.
• Enforcement of farm dwelling units to ensure farm dwellings are functioning in conjunction
with bona fide agricultural operations.
• Idea: reduce property taxes for farmers’ homes, even if not living on a farm – e.g. Hanalei taro
farmers cannot live on their farm.
• Connect real property tax office with land use planning. Better coordination between
departments – e.g. TVRs.
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Farm worker housing ordinance- There’s a $35,000 minimum for farm worker housing. Only
three have ever been permitted.
Consider incentives on smaller lots. If you own 1 acre & farm it, there are currently no
incentives.
Sliding scale for farm worker dwelling depending on lot size – e.g. Yurt or add room to house.
What about business? Need to address profitability – how do you incentivize people to become
a full-time farmer?
County’s role should support production on significant pieces of land, address lease scale.
Everything comes back to density.
Incentivize ‘lower infrastructure’ housing – e.g. a different designation tents, yurts. Backyard
farmers are important. Get kids into gardening & farming in their own back yard.

Policy Question #2: Does Agricultural type need to be distinguished or should all agriculture be
treated the same?
• Five out of eight in the group feel that Ag type should be distinguished.
• We need to ask ourselves, if we are distinguishing types, why and to what end? For regulation?
• Seed corn tax is a complicated issue.
• In plantation days there were more truck farmers.
• Large scale industrial agriculture can maintain infrastructure that smaller farms rely on in order
to be successful in Ag.
• We barely have agriculture, so to create farmer divisions is problematic.
• Distinguishing types further complicates the agriculture issue.
CAC Breakout Group 3
Policy Question #3: Should restrictions on agricultural use be tightened or loosened? For example,
encroachment of urban activities on agricultural lands that create detriment to agricultural activities
(residences, churches, schools). Does such example need to be addressed?
• Folks bought agricultural lots (agricultural documentation to get agricultural water rates), but
are not all doing “agriculture” on their “agricultural” lots.
• Do a better job of assigning agricultural water rates, as this can mean encroachment on
bonafide farmers. Need policies to encourage and enforce agricultural use of agricultural lands.
• Buffers – if a buyer purchased in an agricultural area, they should be aware of the possible
range of uses and impacts to neighboring properties. Providing “Buffers” should be on the
shoulders of developers. Agriculture was there first, a.k.a. “THE RIGHT-TO-FARM”.
• Zoned agriculture – dedicated Important Agricultural Lands (IAL) should allow permitted
agricultural uses on agricultural land (i.e. Hawaii Dairy; Kaneshiro Hog farm). Buyers should do
due diligence if they purchase land in an ag area.
• Policy(s) in place – landowners should dhow documents to prove you are “farming”.
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Incentives: Provide more incentives to who are actively farming vs. “Country/Estate Living”.
Create lower tax rates for actual farming.

Policy Question #4: What is the relationship of rural and open zoned lands to agriculture?
• “Rural” vs. “Open” zoning issue example: ½ acre lots. Call it what it is. Rural zoning will lead to
gentlemen estates, not to “agriculture” or to affordable housing.
• Agricultural processing should be allowed on agriculturally zoned land.
• Processing example: Kaua’i Coffee, Guava Kai.
Public Breakout Group
Policy Question #1: What is the County’s role in supporting and incentivizing agriculture?
• Farmers = 12 taro farmers. Small scale food producers, community associations,
NGO/community projects, community resident, Board of Realtors, land agent/representative,
economic development, farm project director, retired.
• Each moku should have a farm training facility, with a county partner.
• Inventory and plan for riparian water system (to maintain or use).
• Make agriculture the primary economic focus of Kaua’i – tourism 2nd. Promote agro-tourism;
support all types of economic diversification.
• Provide processing infrastructure.
• Promote affordable housing for agricultural lands’ farmers.
• Revise CZO to reflect economics of small farms.
• Consider not allowing CPR’s on ag lands.
• Differentiate taxation based on crops, e.g. cattle vs. fruits.
• County agriculture plan to perfect goal of food production, go stats based.
• Minimize over compensating infrastructure requirements for agricultural housing.
• Allow commercial activity at the agricultural site itself so don’t have to bring everything to
market.
• Spectrum of rural and agricultural uses based on intensity proportionate to economic change in
agricultural zoning.
Policy Question #2: Does Agricultural type need to be distinguished or should all agriculture be
treated the same?
• RPT system needs comprehensive look. H2O incentives. Consumable foods should receive RPT
incentives.
• Differentiate compatible agriculture with urban centers that are adjacent.
• Agricultural CPRs should be banned. Run with land entitlements?
• The environmental impacts of Albizia and other energy crops should be addressed. Is it
responsible to be promoting these crops?
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Food production is a priority. Need a spectrum of agriculture. Do we do that through
incentives?
Pursue agricultural worker housing. Gear agricultural policies to smaller farmers. Be cognizant
of non-edible crops ad differentiate standards. E.g. AG-F – “agriculture-food”
Prohibit CPRs on agricultural lands.
Institute a tax on pesticides. Better define “ag” and “farming”. Are current limits sufficient e.g.
$35k?
Consider intensity versus type of crops.
Overall, there is a need for a more comprehensive discussion of Ag. The current laws and
regulations don’t reflect the whole picture.

Policy Question #3: Should restrictions on agricultural use be tightened or loosened? For example,
encroachment of urban activities on agricultural lands that create detriment to agricultural activities
(residences, churches, schools). Does such example need to be addressed?
• Freedom to farm versus regulations. Incentives versus punitive (raise or lower taxes).
• Working knowledge of crops needed. Type of lands should be considered. Are we running in a
circle? Be flexible with evolving role of crops.
• Regarding restrictions, policies must be context sensitive with respect to urban encroachments.
The quality of lands and size of lots have a negative correlation. California’s ‘right to farm’ can
act as a model.
• Agricultural restrictions on incompatible uses (e.g. subdivisions and CPRS).
• Agriculture being treated like conservation is detrimental to farmers (e.g. funs).
• Buffer zones should come out of development versus farmers.
• Punitive protections on water delivery systems to protect what remains.
Policy Question #4: What is the relationship of rural and open zoned lands to agriculture?
• Identify agricultural lands that were mis-identified in initial classification process.
• Disconnect between usage versus label. State LU classification rural is not sufficient, it’s really
urban. Small lot farming as a buffer.
• No relationship between Open and Agriculture. Use rural as a tool for incentives.
• The Puna model must be emulated with caution, regarding its access to capital.
• ½ of agricultural lots are not affordable on Kaua’i.
• Regulate lease periods for small farmers.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS:
Commenter 1 - K.T. (distributed handouts, appended)
We need local food production. The growth of global population is not sustainable.
Commenter 2 - M.B.
We have an opportunity to make the next generation of farmers. Include at risk kids, fund a facility for
them, create jobs exporting food.
Commenter 3
The US population has 1.2% of its population feeding the rest, whereas Hawaii has only 0.5% of its
population as farmers. We need to work together and be cohesive. Hawaii should aim to be like Japan
- efficient and highly technical. Japan has been using drones for 20 years, with 20,000 drones being
used in agriculture. We need to get together and advance, not fight among each other.
Commenter 4
We could create more agriculture on island by having a food safety kitchen in each moku at a
minimum, or maybe in all ahupua’a. We can make value added products there, and would save small
farmers and who don't have enough processing capacity. It would also help alleviate traffic, and help
people stay on Kaua’i.
WRITTEN COMMENTS:
Copies of written comments and handouts provided by attendees are appended to this Summary.
NEXT ACTIVITIES:
CAC Meeting #12
Topic: Transportation
Date/Time: May 9, 2:30-5:00 pm
Venue: Moikeha Building Room 2A & 2B, Planning Commission Room
CAC Meeting #13
Topic: Housing, Social Equity
Date/Time: June 21, 2:30-5:00 pm
Venue: Moikeha Building Room 2A & 2B, Planning Commission Room
Prepared by: Melissa White, SSFM International

